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These are ten of my favorite logical proofs reduced to very short paragraphs
each, to give you an overview of what type of proofs are in the longer meditation
essays at this site. These proofs are more fully explained in those longer texts.
In addition, I include at the end a few additional commentaries and proofs
concerning contractual agreement Covenant law.

First: God cannot cause God to stop existing. This fact tells us much about
Him. God cannot be 'infinite' because He is bound in existence by laws of
physics that He cannot alter, and thus did not create. Those natural forces that
hold Him in existence in His world where He resides exist separate and indepen-
dent of God. He then later created and animates the universe in which we live,
authoring and animating in His mind daily its laws of physics. But those are
separate from the physical laws that hold Him in existence that He cannot alter.
Because there exists forces outside of God's control, He is not 'infinite,' and there
is no 'trinity of three infinite persons.' God is Single Person Nature.

Second: God authors creation by animation in His Mind by mental imagery. God
authors (draws, animates, writes) the universe in which we live, the earth, and all
His creatures. God's creatures have the simulation of free-will. Therefore, there
cannot exist a 'redeemer.' Nor can God become 'incarnate' because the Drawer
(Animator) cannot draw Himself as a creature. The Drawer cannot be drawn. No
living being is 'infinite,' as they must have a definite size and shape to live. The
forces of nature that make God and hold Him in existence dictate that He is round
(r-o-un-d) or (are-round-only-God). The dogma of the 'trinity' depends on a claim
that God is allegedly 'infinite' and gives life to two other 'infinite persons of the
trinity.' It cannot exist. It is idolatry and blasphemy. In addition, only one thing
can occupy a single space, and God occupies the space in which God exists as
His Being. Nor can God create from nothing. Thus we know that God must make
mental imagery to create and animate daily all atomic particles and the entire
universe He created in His Mind. I watched a television program called "The
Proof Is Out There" that showed a photograph of a girl next to a mirror and the
facial expression of the girl's reflection in the mirror was completely different than
her facial expression on her face. That show concluded the photograph was real,
not a hoax, and that "maybe we are living in one giant simulation." They then
discussed "Simulation Theory" about how the world is created, only they tried to
remove God from the equation as the Author of the simulation. Sometimes God
gives us proof that He animates (draws, authors, writes) all creation in His Mind
daily, such as the different facial expression in the mirror. That is the only way
that could happen; God authored and drew it as that, as a proof that He is in
control drawing all the universe atomic particles daily. Finally, God warned us in
Deuteronomy 13 that God would make miracle "signs or wonders" for even
pagan false-gods to "test" human beings about their obedience to His command-
ments, especially, we can predict, about His first and greatest commandment to
"not have other gods beside the true and only God." See Exodus 20:3-4.



Therefore, we can predict God would design "tests" about that commandment
that detail a false-god 'plurality of divine persons,' or 'plural gods.'

Third: God authored and offers only one same contractual agreement Covenant
of all His laws that never change, and that contractual covenant law precludes
any 'in proxy' or 'substitute performances.' Therefore again there cannot exist
any in proxy 'redeemer,' as that would make the contractual Covenant null and
invalid. No one can perform your obedience of the agreement for you. You must
validly make and remain in that legal agreement contractual Covenant of all God's
laws daily yourself. Nor can you offer God some type of 'prayers' or 'litanies' or
other alleged 'substitute performances' to substitute for you having to actually
daily obey the terms and conditions of the legal contractual Covenant. There is
no substitute for you own actual obedience to all God's laws. Jesus cannot offer
his own life in 'substitute for you' having to obey the terms and conditions, the
laws of God, of the contractual Covenant. As a matter of contractual Covenant
law, the offer of Jesus is invalid and would make the entire Covenant illusory and
of no effect, thus null and void. Nor is Jesus God. And he is not God's legal
agent; moreover, legal agents do not have authority to alter the laws of God's
contractual agreement Covenant. There is only one Covenant and it is of all
God's laws that will not change.

Fourth: You will have a physical bodily afterlife on the new earth God promises
to create at the end. Therefore there is no 'spiritualized heaven,' nor need of any
'spiritual soul' either. Your physical body is your only (sole, soul) copyright
proprietary existence. Also, God cannot design 'spirit souls,' and two separate
things cannot be one same person. There cannot exist 'dual nature' creatures
that have a physical body and some 'spirit soul.' It is an oxymoron, and cannot
be designed by God. On the new earth, you will exist bodily. You will walk and
breathe on a real physical earth God makes for us to live anew on.

Fifth: God's people are only those who validly make and remain in His only
contractual agreement Covenant of all His same laws that never change. To be
one of "God's people" is a contractual agreement title; it is not an ancestral
lineage race title. All people who validly make and remain in that necessary
agreement are God's Covenant people. No race of people by birth or consan-
guinity can claim to be "God's chosen people," until and unless they make the
required legal agreement contractual Covenant of all God's laws. If they fail to do
so, they are not among "God's chosen people." Again, race has nothing to do
with God's Covenant of His laws. It is a contractual agreement offered to all
people on earth, and only those who validly agree to it in legal binding accep-
tance of all God's laws are members of God's people.

Sixth: All of God's commanded laws are the legal terms and conditions of His
contractual agreement Covenant. Thus there are more than ten required com-
mandments. You must accept and agree to obey all of those laws in order to
validly make the legal agreement with God that is His only contractual Covenant
with earth. Disagreement with any of His law is not a valid agreement. Any and
all disagreement with any of His laws constitutes a rejection of His offered



contractual Covenant. If you disagree with God, you are not among His contrac-
tual Covenant people. Such persons who disagree with any of God's laws are
"cut off from the people of God," and are "invalid." They fail to contract validly
the Covenant of God.

Seventh: The contractual agreement Covenant precludes any 'in proxy' or
'substitute performances,' as we said earlier. Thus there cannot exist 'sacraments.'
Such practices and rituals purport to 'make the covenant for the person' or to
'restore the person to the covenant' when they are not obedient to the laws that
are God's terms and conditions of the actual legally binding contractual agree-
ment Covenant. The 'sacraments' allege to have 'Jesus substitute his obedience
or life in place of the person and their disobedience' as if that could restore you
to "contractual agreement Covenant capacity" after sinning. It does not. You
must actually do the hard work to restore yourself to full obedience of all God's
laws for long enough time to prove to God that you are able to reliably contractu-
ally agree to obey each and all of God's laws of the contractual Covenant. Only
then can you be restored to the contractual Covenant people. All alleged
'sacraments' would make the entire Covenant of God's laws illusory and invalid.

Eighth: Because God animates all creation in His Mind by mental imagery, there
cannot exist 'baptism,' nor 'washing free of sin,' nor any alleged 'original sin stain,'
nor any 'spiritual indwelling.' Nor can there be 'infant baptism' as infants to not
have mental maturity contractual capacity yet. They cannot understand the
terms and conditions of the contractual agreement Covenant.

Ninth: Paranormal does not prove a matter truthful. God warned in
Deuteronomy 13 that He would make miracle "signs or wonders" for even false
doctrines and false gods as "tests" of humanity as to who will obey His true laws
when tested, and who will disobey His true laws instead when tested by miracles
done for dogmas that are not His true doctrines. The warning in Deuteronomy 13
details a "test" God would author that has miracle "signs or wonders" done for
"dreamers and false prophets" and that to "not believe such persons even when
the sign or wonder comes to pass, because it is God testing you." That is a
paraphrase summary of that scripture.

Tenth: Jesus is not God. Nor is he God's legal agent, nor could any agent alter
God's only contractual agreement Covenant of all His laws. There is no 'new
covenant.' What Jesus offered is not a contractual agreement. It is null and
invalid, and it is contradicted by God's real contractual Covenant of laws. Some
dare argue that Jesus 'required faith, not obedience to all God's laws.' That is a
'substitute' for actually having to make the necessary agreement performance of
obedience to all God's laws, and thus Jesus' offer is invalid, and cannot be a
covenant. 'Faith' in Jesus without required obedience to all God's laws would not
be a valid legally binding agreement contractual covenant of laws. Jesus is a
hoax, and "test" God authored to test people about their honest obedience to
Him and His commandment to have not other gods than the only true Single
Person God. God's Covenant will not change.


